Next generation oral cleansing
Clinisept+ Mouthwash is a next generation hypochlorous solution that delivers incredibly high levels of antimicrobial protection, without causing irritation or oral sensitisation.

- Recommended for patient use before, during and after treatment to minimise risk of aerosolised contamination.
- Recommended for all post treatment recovery, daily hygiene and resolution of sensitive oral tissue.

“I now cannot imagine practicing dentistry without it.”

Dr. Neil Millington  
MSc BChD MGDS RCS (Eng)  
Specialist in Prosthodontics
Do we need another mouthwash?

Whilst traditional mouthwashes provide effective cleansing they also come with a number of drawbacks:

- Chlorhexidine, alcohol and peroxide can irritate ulcers and mucous membranes.
- They can cause allergic reaction.
- They do nothing to promote cell regeneration.
- Chlorhexidine can stain teeth and tongue.
- Chlorhexidine and alcohol are subject to antimicrobial resistance.

In fact, the only reason that these are the default mouthwash chemistries, is that there hasn’t been a better alternative available...

Until now!
Is Clinisept+ Mouthwash really that different? **YES!**

Clinisept+ brings a completely new approach to oral hygiene.

+ Rapid oxidising action provides superior levels of microbial control - surpasses requirements of EN1040, EN1276, and EN14476
+ Clinisept+ is not subject to antimicrobial resistance

Clinisept+ Mouthwash is powerfully effective but is also completely compatible with oral mucosa and dental enamel.

- Non-toxic
- Neutral pH
- Non-irritant to teeth or gums
- Hypoallergenic
- Dermatologically tested
- Anti-inflammatory
- Causes no staining
- Contains no alcohol, harsh chemicals, colouring or flavouring
Clinisept+ Mouthwash delivers a unique combination of benefits that add up to better patient outcomes.

“At the suture removal stage of the implant process, I often find sutures are covered in a layer of soft plaque. However Clinisept+ patients exhibited less plaque in general and none covering the sutures at all. I also observed that soft tissue sloughing was almost non-existent. Clinisept+ worked really well.”

Dr. Zaki Kanaan
BDS (Lond), MSc, DipDSed, LFHom
Implant & Aesthetic Dentist
Clinisept+ Mouthwash has been specifically tailored to suit intra oral use.

- 80ppm and a neutral pH 7.0 ensuring complete oral and enamel compatibility.
- Perfect balance of microbial efficacy and safe use with low taint.
- Produced in an ISO13485 Medical Device facility

Clinisept+ Mouthwash delivers the best standards of hygiene for your practice and peace of mind for your patients.
However, Clinisept+ Mouthwash doesn’t only ensure oral hygiene...

Its ability to provide high levels of microbial control without the chemical burden of traditional mouthwashes provides the optimum conditions for rapid recovery.
Dentist Experience

“The speed and quality of recovery were improved and the soft tissue seemed healthier.”

Filipe Amante
LMD, MScIMP

“Definitely good results and all soft tissue recovered very well without issue, but, most importantly for me, there’s no staining – which saves the time and cost of having to remove the stains!”

Dr. Nilesh R. Parmar
BDS, MSc, MSc, Cert. Ortho, MFGDP (UK), MBA

Implantologists observations during the implant process

8 out of 10 dentists said their patients preferred using Clinisept+ Mouthwash to chlorhexidine
Reviewed and endorsed by leading implantologists

“I love the fact that it has a skin neutral pH and doesn’t contain alcohol – both of which are a rarity.”
Pieter Classen
BCHD (PRET), MSc (Dental Implants), Lfhom

“I have definitely seen a positive effect overall. My patients have recorded quicker recovery times.”
Dr. Alfonso Rao
Co-founder Delta Dental Academy

“I’m getting good feedback from patients and I’m liking the results.”
Domingos Mamede
LMD, PGCert, MSc , Dental Implantology

“The taste of Clinisept+ doesn’t conform to the usual ‘minty’ mouthwashes that patients expect – but they liked the fact that it tasted different and perceived it as being more effective because of it.”
Dr. Zaki Kanaan
Dental Surgeon, Owner K2 Dental

“Patients are reporting that Clinisept+ feels nicer to use than normal mouthwashes and I am seeing better recovery than I usually would expect.”
Amit Patel
BDS MSc MClindent MFDS RCEd MRD RCSEng

“Clinisept+ Mouthwash is more comfortable for patients to use. Patients prefer the taste. No burning. No staining is a real bonus.”
Andrew Scott
BDS BMSc Dund
Patient Experience

Clinisept+ Mouthwash is strong but gentle.

It provides highly effective cleaning but unlike traditional mouthwashes it also calms and soothes sore mouths and gums.

Patient Evaluation

“Clinisept+ Mouthwash is much nicer to use – it doesn’t give the arctic blast that you get from other mouthwashes.”
Patients really like the fact that Clinisept+ Mouthwash is ‘different’ from usual mouthwashes … And dentists really like the results it delivers…

“Definitely good results. Patient compliance is good and prolonged use doesn’t cause changes in taste sensation.”

Dr. Nilesh R. Parmar
BDS, MSc, MSc, Cert. Ortho, MFGDP (UK), MBA

“I am very excited about the potential of Clinisept+ Mouthwash, which I expect to completely replace the use of Chlorhexidine containing mouthwashes in my practice.”

Dr. José Zurdo
LMS BMS MSc Cert.Perio (Gothenburg)
Specialist in Periodontics

“Clinisept+ Mouthwash has infinite benefits over chlorhexidine – both during the dental implant process and during patient recovery. It’s safer to use, it doesn’t stain teeth and it leaves your mouth feeling fresh.”

Dr. Neil Millington
MSc BChD MGDS RCS (Eng)
Specialist in Prosthodontics
The powers of hypochlorous are well documented but until now, have been less well harnessed.

Clinisept+ technology transcends the limitations of ‘traditional’ hypochlorous chemistries.

It is made by a unique process which converts sodium hypochlorite into more than 90% pure hypochlorous which ensures unprecedented purity, stability, efficacy and safety.

“Clinisept+ Mouthwash is a gamechanger and sets completely new standards of oral hygiene.”

Clinisept+ is the first truly high purity, highly stable, tissue compatible chemistry that realises the real potential of hypochlorous.

Hypochlorous vs Hypochlorite content analysis (%)

- Clinisept+ products made by electrolysis
- >90% pure hypochlorous
- Hypochlorous
- Low purity and high hypochlorite content
- Hypochlorite

Independent spectroscopy analysis: Oxford Materials Characterisation Service, UK
Use Clinisept+ Mouthwash: in surgery as a pre and post rinse, and at home to aid patient recovery and oral hygiene

**In surgery 600ml and 5L**
- Use before, during and after treatment
- Preparing implants
- Post treatment rinse

**At home 400ml**
- For all post treatment recovery
- Protection against peri-implantitis
- Daily hygiene
- Resolution of sensitive oral tissue

The advent of Clinisept+ Mouthwash has revolutionised the way we clean and care for the oral cavity. No other product combines similar levels of cleansing efficacy with complete tissue and enamel compatibility. Clinisept+ Mouthwash provides a new gold standard in oral care.

“We use Clinisept+ routinely as a pre and post-treatment mouth rinse for every patient. Clinisept+ is a must have and I highly recommend this product.”

Dr. Zaki Kanaan
Dental Surgeon, Owner K2 Dental
Tested by Dentists for Dentists!

Clinisept+ Mouthwash is used and endorsed by many of the UK’s leading dentists and orthodontists.

“I’m definitely pleased with what I am seeing when patients return for their post-surgery review or to take sutures out. Healing is superb with very little sloughing and plaque around the surgical site...”

Dr Zaki Kanaan
“I was after something that I could use that wouldn’t stain teeth. Implant patients who have had veneers, you do not want them to experience staining. So I was after something that was effective, but which has no staining properties. Clinisept+ fit the bill.”

Nilesh Parmar
A completely new approach in oral hygiene
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Clinisept+ is manufactured in the UK in dedicated ISO 13485 and ISO 9001 accredited facilities.